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MAXX
VIRTUAL WORLD 
REHEARSAL

FOR AGILE 
ORGANISATION
DEVELOPMENT

A new way to accelerate time to 
Agile Decision Making & Agile Culture



The problem

By 2027, employers will need

87.7M individuals working in

agile management-oriented

roles (99K new jobs in

Australia alone)

new product introduction;
radical shifts in customer preferences;
global business challenges; and
IoT (internet of things) and new culture of practice.

a dramatic increase in the number of management
roles and jobs requiring agile project-oriented skills;
and
baby boomer professionals retiring from the workforce.

Organisational change has a poor track record that has
shown marginal improvement over the last 20 years.
Despite the existence of rigorous methodologies, the
proportion of change projects that are successful (i.e. on
time, on budget, and deliver the expected outcome) is still
unacceptably low at around 34%.
 
This is exacerbated when organisations struggle with
marketplaces that require them to adjust quickly to
opportunities and threats. The most evident include:   

 
Across the globe, there’s a widening gap between
employers’ need for skilled agile leaders and workers and
the availability of staff to fill those roles.
 
This trend, introduced in the Project Management
Insitute’s (PMI) first talent gap analysis completed in 2008,
has grown, and even outpaces the projections in their
later analyses completed in 2012 and 2017 (Source:
‘Project Management Job Growth and Talent Gap 2017–
2027’, PMI, 2017). 
 
There are several catalysts for the gap:

 
These factors further reinforce the role of agile managers
and business units in driving change and innovation in the
organisations they serve. Whether directly or indirectly,
projects can—and do—change our world every day. The
shortage of qualified agile talent poses a notable risk for
organisations that rely on that talent to implement
strategic initiatives, drive change and deliver innovation.
 
As a result, agile management talent of today and
tomorrow is at the forefront of substantial opportunity.
And there’s an imperative to narrow the talent gap,
implement the Agile Manifesto, and build agile
organisations.
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https://calendly.com/geoffrey-wade/zoom-30min


Real agile management and change expertise is still in short supply

relative to the needs of most organisations – technical project

management certification training is not enough, strategic and business

management expertise, people leadership and agile decision making

wisdom are needed today.This issue is compounded by the shift toward

agile with accelrating rates of change – it is not just the type of project

but the need for an agile culture.

 

Developing these competencies requires a shift in perspective and

behaviour of agile business managers and is most deeply learned

through trial and error and failures on real projects – failure in learning a

well understood cognitive science phenomenon called cognitive

dissonance. Unfortunately, this type of learning in the real world can be

very costly – in financial terms, in missed business opportunities, and in

personal and organisational reputations.

 

So, how do you develop deeply learned agile management expertise,

agile culture and improve change success rates? You change the way

people develop mastery of their domain.

The ideal skill set for
today's agile manager &

project professionals
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test & develop 
cognitive agility, 

creativity & 
problem solving

understand
through

iterations

practice in 
virtual worlds

rehearse leading &
connecting teams

learn from mistakes
without costs and

consequences

In the last century psychologists constructed elaborate theories of how people learn that

are intricate, elegant and mostly useless. Over the last 25 years, using the tools of

neuroscience and cognitive psychology, researchers began uncovering how the brain

actually learns. Learning is an iterative process of repeated attempts and failures. Some

have promoted the acronym First Attempt in Learning (FAIL) to support the concept.

Expertise is a function of cycles of trial and error – not 10,000 hours of practice. This form

of learning is tapping into the adaptive unconscious which works approximately 200,000

times faster than the conscious mind. 

 

Organisations would go broke building experienced agile change leaders and business

units through iterative project failures - although it’s how the best change managers will

confess they developed their skill (i.e. through the number of fails from which they

recovered).

How does MAXX solve the problem, 
when other approaches do not?

https://calendly.com/geoffrey-wade/zoom-30min


practice Agile project launch 'constructive

activities' in virtual worlds analogous to the

real commercial world;

to understand through rehearsal iterations

their unconscious biases and improve

decision making;

test innovations, develop cognitive agility,

creativity and problem solving skills and agile

culture through experience of increasingly

complex problems with feedback;

rehearse their ability to lead and connect

agile teams and projects and to work with

stakeholders; and

learn from their mistakes (without real world

costs and consequences) and develop their

ability to anticipate risks and adapt to

change.

Effective experiential learning (learning by doing

and iterative failure) requires 'constructive

activities’; those that have clear outcomes and

goals but poorly defined means to achieve them. 

 

In constructive activities, the participants

develop a 'second order' understanding of the

domain's formal underlying organising principles.

Iterative experimentation and failures in

workplace contexts result in a reorganisation of

knowledge that develops the capability to solve

non-routine problems related to the work

domain.  Much of the literature on the difference

between novices and experts points to the

importance of understanding the organising

principles behind the context under examination.

 

The MAAX virtual world has been designed

specifically to meet these iterative learning

requirements and accelerate the shift from

novice to expert in weeks instead of years. The

MAAX virtual world allows organisations to give

prospective and experienced leaders, and other

staff a means to:
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the virtual worlds are complex and

highly realistic, resulting in a deeply

engaging learning experience; and

the rehearsal is designed to require

two passes through the project – the

first will typically result in failure, with a

facilitated debrief of what

opportunities were missed and what

behaviors were counter-productive;

the second, which is automatically

modified to be more challenging,

allows application of what has been

learned and demonstrates to the

learner that their new perspective and

approach can be highly effective.

We offer a new way to “accelerate time

to wisdom” without the risk of real world

failures – not replacing the requirement

for agile management technical

proficiency and content knowledge, but

taking the proficient and making them

“expert” in the leadership, strategic and

business management dimensions.

 

Our solution provides an immersive,

iterative “rehearsal” in a virtual world. In

as little as 10 hours, peer reviewed

research has demonstrated that

participants’ improve their competence

between 3 and 4 levels on the Dreyfus

scale; that is the equivalent of years of

real world experience.

 

The terms “immersive” and “iterative” are

critically important to the learning:

MAAX |
a unique solution

The risks are VIRTUAL 

but the learning 

is REAL
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MAXX | a fast & proven solution
Onirik partners with Workplace Research Technologies Inc (WTRI) to bring the MAXX

solution to you. This product is based on cognitive science research into advanced

learning in business contexts and 25 years of real world commercial application.

capability and confidence in making fact-based decisions;

increased expertise in customer centric and process outcomes;

increased capability communicating with and influencing stakeholders;

increased transparency; 

learning from others; and

improved sensing when the situation has changed and taking appropriate action,

such as a change in strategy or execution.

MAXX is a team experience in a multiplayer virtual world in which participants learn

the value and habits of an Agile organisation. MAXX is an engaging gamified exercise

in a virtual world in which teams of people can develop an understanding of Agile

management practice in its various forms while learning to work as higher performing

teams. The expected learning outcomes for those teams who rehearse agile in the

MAXX virtual world include:

Research shows users

typically show an

improvement equal to

two to five years of on

the job experience from

eight to ten hours of

rehearsal in the Maxx

virtual world.
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choose the right features for development but will not have enough resources to
develop them all;
change course when the market indicates a change is needed; and
choose features that can be manufactured and sourced in the countries where
the fridges are sold.

In MAXX the team members are represented as themselves with modifiable avatars
and work in a replica of a real world / real company workplace. The team members
log in from their own computers from anywhere, and meet in the MAXX world as a
team interacting to make MAXX Inc. successful.
 
The story unfolds over a period of compressed time sessions. The team works
together in the MAXX world according to a convenient schedule. The team can meet
in the world with a facilitator at scheduled times and get access the help desk with
technical problems anytime.
 
Each team has to introduce a new product for Maxx Appliances, making decisions
over multiple sessions.
 
The MAXX Apliances “company” is richly represented; has a website, annual report,
internal memos, financial performance reports and history. Challenges are realistic,
very challenging, and replicate the kinds of events that put major efforts at risk.
Events are slightly different for each team, with variation generated by a special
random Event Generator.
 
Because the team will be accountable for Maxx Appliance’s success they must:

 
Both soft skills and financial performance are measured. The team’s judgements,
interactions, and influencing skills will be scored using an agreed upon leadership
model (different models are available).  Participants get immediate financial
performance and IBM 7 Keys To Success (Bill Smillie, 2002) project performance
feedback via real time a dashboard. Participants will get detailed feedback about
their skills at the end of each session. The scoring has been validated with Agile
experts.
 
The MAXX Virtual World agile rehearsal is typically run in two sessions, around three
to four hours duration each, over period of two weeks.
 
The product can be provided with facilitation support, or without. There are also
single player versions although team play is the most impactful.
 
MAXX is particularly useful for identifying ‘high potentials’ because it builds their agile
skills, builds their business acumen and tests and assesses their capability with these
skills. Individual analysis and reports are available for an additional investment.
Coaching based on reports is available for an additional investment.
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Challenges a team 
may encounter

change of leadership;

new technology integration;

new Strategy: there is a better idea;

customer buying criteria changing;

constraints: budget and time for what must

be done;

political issues among senior leaders;

stakeholders don’t all agree; busy

schedules limit access;

competitors not standing still and

introducing improved products; and

some parts of organisation resistant to

changes.

How does the team 
get feedback?

budget, scope and timeline;

business benefits measured in Net Income

and Sales (ROS);

stakeholder management; 

leadership; 

communication; and

decision making

Metrics are embedded and instant with special

dashboards. 

 

The team has to perform on:
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TESTIMONIALS
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It is hard to describe the impact of the WTRI virtual world rehearsal

developed for us. Working in the simulation accelerated the realisation

of the need for change and in our use of technology. Two of the

innovations developed during the simulation have already been

approved for company-wide implementation. In a word, AMAZING!

 

If someone told me I would bring a team of cognitive scientists and

virtual world experts in to turn around a $500M company in deep

trouble, I would have told you that was crazy. But if we had done this

two years ago, we would be at $1 Billion by now. At least now, we will

get there in six months.

 

Based on my experience I believe MAXX is a "must make investment”

for organisations to build agile culture and to improve the success

rate on projects.
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